
  

 

 

CHANEL RESORT 2021: A MEDITERRANEAN STROLL 

 

  

 

Although the CHANEL Resort Collection 2021 was supposed to be presented in magical Capri, the 

recent pandemic led to a total change of plans. The island’s glamor, natural beauty and mythical 

ambience were the elements, both visual and emotional, Virginie Viard thought would ideally 

contextualize the house’s new collection until covid-19 made it clear that no such production could 

realistically take place. However, the inspiration of CHANEL’s artistic director remained the same and 

generated a beautiful, effortlessly cool result, through a more esoteric and remote strategy and 

procedure. 

 

Since the island of Capri was no longer an option, CHANEL’s Paris photo studio was transformed into 

a seductive illusion by photographer Karim Sadli, giving the impression of the actual location. In front 

of a virtual Capri scenery, the models showcased a series of subtly sophisticated clothes, emitting a 

feel of laid-back luxury and elevated casualness. Swimsuits, cardigan jackets, wide-legged pants, 

handkerchief-hemmed skirts, summery interpretations of the classic CHANEL suit, 70s denims with 

branded prints, vivid colors and a playful aesthetic formed a modern sort of wearable mood board that 

channels the timeless CHANEL legacy while giving it a new age touch. 

 

Interestingly enough, the new collection was produced using pieces and accessories already in stores 

(!) as well as fabrics that were already in stock, a fact that results in an important sustainability 

statement. Come to think of it, style and elegance are more of an inspiration matter rather than a 

matter of maximalism and over the top consuming. Once more, CHANEL leads the way towards a 

new fashion culture. 

 

https://lineapiu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1ea1d40260441a5c3d3393f0c&id=37a65bc55e&e=62efeae467
https://lineapiu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1ea1d40260441a5c3d3393f0c&id=a6d662e871&e=62efeae467


  

 

     

 

YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your heart. 

 

 

 

CHANEL BLACK BOWLING BAG 

 

CHANEL BEIGE & BLACK VANITY CASE 

https://lineapiu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1ea1d40260441a5c3d3393f0c&id=b0616cc012&e=62efeae467
https://lineapiu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1ea1d40260441a5c3d3393f0c&id=82e38cc715&e=62efeae467
https://lineapiu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1ea1d40260441a5c3d3393f0c&id=96ca8d4445&e=62efeae467


 

 

CHANEL WHITE, BLACK, PINK & 

ORANGE CAMERA BAG 

 

CHANEL BLACK SATIN SANDALS 
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